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IDENTIFICATION
1. Common name:

2. Historic name:

3. Street or rural address:
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6. Present Use: B351‘ dang j a Original use: B251‘ den 1; j 3

DESCRIPTION
73. Architectural style: Queen Anne
7b. Briefly describe the present physical description of the site or structure and describe any major alterations from its

original condition:
A single story cottage with an H-shaped outline. The house has an
offset front gable and a side gable. There is a shed roof on a
back addition and the verandah is covered by a hip roof. The boxed
cornice on the main structure has sawn brackets beneath it. The
gables, closed in the front with a multi-paned colored glass window,
and the open side gable, are both filled with cut shingles. The
structure has channel rustic siding and double-hung windows. There
is a transom over the front door. The verandah roof wraps around
the front and side and is supported by slender columns with Corin-
thian capitals.

DPR 623 (Ru. 4/79)
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Construction date:

Estimated F36“-'3' -1-
Architect __ii_j__
Builder

Approx. property size (in fee!)

Frontage _____ DepthLlL_B
or approx. acreageif
Datelsl of enclosed photographlsl

Z; August 62



13. Condition: Excellent LGood jFair Deteriorated __ No longer in existence __
14_ Anummm; rear volumes possible additions

15. Surroundings: Sgheck more than one if necessary) Open land Scattered buildings Densely built-up

Residential Industrial Commercial Other:

16. Threats to site: None known iPrivate development ___ Zoning Vandalism

Public Works project _i Other:

17. ls the structure: On its original site? _____ Moved? ______ Unknown?{ii
13_ Rmadhmw” ‘Large liquid amber trees in front,

SIGNIFICANCE
19. Briefly state historical and/or architectural importance (include dates, events, and persons associated with the site.)

The most notable feature on this house is its wrap around verandah with
Corinthian capital columns instead of the usual turned posts.

20. Main theme of the historic resource: (If more than one is

checked, number in order of importance.)
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21. Sources (List books, documents. surveys, personal interviews _
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